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Launcher: 
QTY Description
1 42” long, 3/4” PVC pipe
1 36” long, 3/4” PVC pipe
1 16” long, 1/2” PVC pipe
4 3/4” 90 degree PVC elbows
2 3/4” PVC T connectors
1 3/4” PVC T reduced to ½” (¾” through, 1/2” at “T”)
1 3/4” PVC coupling with one end screw on threads
1 8” long, 1” (inner diameter) potable water hose, or

clear reinforced flexible PVC tubing
1 2 liter plastic bottle
AR* all-purpose PVC cement
AR* hack saw
*as required

AIR-POWERED “STOMP” ROCKET

REDSTONEREDSTONE
Hands-on Option ThreeHands-on Option Three

oBJectiVe: Build an in-
house air-powered rocket
and launching system.

MAteRiALS:

Rocket: 8 1/2” X 11” art (con-
struction) paper, 3” X 5” index
cards, scissors, scotch tape, ruler,
pencil (quantities as required) 



PRocedURe

Assembling the Rocket
1. Gather all of the materials for the rocket.

2. Making the Body Tube (see Fig. 2)
a. Wrap sheet of art paper lengthwise around 16” long

PVC pipe.
b. Tape full length tube so that it is airtight (very impor-

tant that you do not tape the tube too tight as it
must be able to slide on the PVC).

3. Using 2 index cards (3 X 5 preferred) fold each one
in half and draw “cut lines” as shown (this step will
make 4 fins, rocket may be constructed with either
3 or 4 fins) (see Fig. 2).

4. Cut out fins (flat line at top of fins will allow for bet-
ter taping to the body tube).

5. Fold fins on “fold line” and tape to body tube (PVC
tube will help maintain rigidity while taping on fins;
for 3 fins, space 120 degrees apart, 4 fins should
be spaced 90 degrees apart), using caution not to
tape fins to PVC tube (see Fig. 3).

6. Add tape around body tube to secure at top of fins.
7. Mark tip of body tube for nose cone cut out (see Fig

3).
8. Cut out the nose cone and tape the tip (tip must be

airtight). 
NOTE: You can test the rocket by blowing on the PVC
pipe with the rocket on it. If it shoots out, it’s airtight. If
it doesn’t, check for leaks and add more tape. If too
tight, re-roll the body tube.

Building the Launcher
1.  Gather materials for launcher (see Fig. 4).

2.  Cut 42” PVC pipe into eight 4” pieces, plus one
additional 9 1/2” piece (will have about 1/2” of PVC
pipe left over).

3.  Place pieces as shown in picture.  Make sure that
the 9 1/2” piece is at the top (see Fig 5).

4.  Add the PVC elbows to the corners, the 2 PVC T’s
outside middle row; the 3/4” PVC T reduced to 1/2”
in the middle of row 2 and the 3/4” PVC T connec-
tor with threads to the bottom row in the middle as
the picture shows.

5.  Glue the pieces on the bottom row together using
the all-purpose PVC cement, followed by the mid-
dle row, then top row.
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Flatten tip of rocket, cut V
shape, and tape firmly.
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For ease of assembly, this design employs a non-standard
nose cone. If preferred, a conventional nose cone may be
fashioned using the method described for the Fizzy Rocket.
Always keep in mind the importance of maintaining an air-
tight seal.
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6.  Glue and connect all of
the rows (make sure
that middle row PVC T
is vertical).

7.  Glue PVC coupling to
3’ long 3/4” PVC pipe,
with screw on threads
facing outward
(exposed) (see Fig. 6).

8.  Attach flexible hose to
other end by pushing it on (twisting motion may aid
attachment) (see Fig. 7).

9.  Screw on 3’ PVC pipe into launcher base with
hose facing out.

10. Carefully remove (pry or cut) plastic ring around
neck of 2 liter plastic bottle (see Fig. 8).

11. Insert bottle into hose (twisting motion may aid
attachment).

12. Insert 16” long 1/2” PVC pipe into middle vertical
PVC T.

Launching the Stomp Air Rocket
1. Locate an open field or area and place rocket

launcher on an even, firm surface (either grass or
pavement will work, pavement typically works bet-
ter).

2. Spectators should stand at least 10’ away from the
launcher. Participant will stand next to the 2 liter
plastic bottle.

3. Place rocket onto vertical pipe (see Fig. 9).

4. Participant will then jump up in the air and
“STOMP” on the bottle (see illustration at beginning
of section).

5. The rocket could propel up to 100’, with 75’ being a
good average.

6. Stomped bottles may be reused; however, after
repeated use, they will become ineffective. To
reuse the bottle, force in air under pressure to
reestablish its original shape. Recycle worn out
bottles and replace with fresh ones.

NOTE: If you wish to obtain an approximation of the
altitude of the rocket in flight, record the total flight
time and refer to the table in the air power option of
the Titan Stage. If a conventional stopwatch is not
available, a smart phone may have a stopwatch app
in it.
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